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Abstract: Quantum dots (QDs) have been considered to be promising probes for biosensing,
bioimaging, and diagnosis. However, their toxicity issues caused by heavy metals in QDs remain
to be addressed, in particular for their in vivo biomedical applications. In this study, a parallel
comparative investigation in vitro and in vivo is presented to disclose the impact of synthetic
methods and their following surface modifications on the toxicity of QDs. Cellular assays after
exposure to QDs were conducted including cell viability assessment, DNA breakage study in
a single cellular level, intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) receptor measurement, and
transmission electron microscopy to evaluate their toxicity in vitro. Mice experiments after QD
administration, including analysis of hemobiological indices, pharmacokinetics, histological
examination, and body weight, were further carried out to evaluate their systematic toxicity
in vivo. Results show that QDs fabricated by the thermal decomposition approach in organic
phase and encapsulated by an amphiphilic polymer (denoted as QDs-1) present the least toxicity
in acute damage, compared with those of QDs surface engineered by glutathione-mediated ligand
exchange (denoted as QDs-2), and the ones prepared by coprecipitation approach in aqueous
phase with mercaptopropionic acid capped (denoted as QDs-3). With the extension of the
investigation time of mice respectively injected with QDs, we found that the damage caused by
QDs to the organs can be gradually recovered. This parallel comparative investigation suggests
that synthetic methods and their resulting surface microenvironment play vital roles in the acute
toxicity profiles of QDs. The present study provides updated insights into the fabrication and
surface engineering of QDs for their translational applications in theranostics.
Keywords: comparative investigation, amphiphilic polymer, glutathione, mercaptopropionic
acid, DNA breakage, surface microenvironment

Introduction
Quantum dots (QDs) have been shown to be promising biological probes for various
biomedical applications due to their advantages, in particular their unique spectral
properties.1–5 However, the potential hazards of QDs in biomedical fields remain
unresolved.6–8 It is, therefore, necessary to evaluate the toxicity of representative QDs
prepared by commonly used methods and claim reasonable synthesis routes and surface
engineering of QDs for their bioapplications.
Two major QD synthetic methods have been developed, namely the direct synthesis of QDs in the aqueous phase9,10 and the thermal decomposition of precursors
at high temperature.11,12 The former method is quite simple and the resulting QDs are
often capped by small molecules with thiol groups, while the latter method requires
more complicated processing but has better optical properties, size distribution,
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and morphology. Their surface can be manually enhanced by
various chemical compounds for particular applications.
In the recent decade, toxicity studies of QDs have been
increasingly reported.13–16 CdTe QDs, synthesized by direct
synthesis in the aqueous phase, were found with varying toxicity levels.17 Reports showed that they can induce cell death,
cell apoptosis, and DNA damage by releasing cadmium ions
(Cd2+) and ROS and accumulating in the liver, kidneys, and
spleen in vivo.18,19 The toxicity is largely dependent on surface
microenvironment, usually determined by surface ligands.14
The toxicity of QDs, obtained by thermal decomposition of
precursors at high temperature, was also found to vary, largely
relying on their surface engineering approaches.13,14,20
Previous work has usually been restricted to a particular type of QDs, or a surface modification method. These
research reports can hardly inspire them to reach a precise
profile of QD toxicity. Consequently, a parallel comparative study on the toxicity of QDs, particularly synthesized
and surface engineered with different methods in vitro and
in vivo, is urgently required.
In this study, we conducted a parallel comparative study
in vitro and in vivo on the toxicity of three representative
QDs prepared by two different synthetic routes and with
three different surface ligands. Among these three types of
QDs, QDs-1 and QDs-2 were synthesized by the thermal
decomposition of precursors at high temperature but with
different surface engineering processes. QDs-1 was enhanced
with an amphiphilic polymer, while QDs-2 was capped
with glutathione (GSH) by ligand exchange of the original
hydrophobic ligands on the QDs. QDs-3 was prepared by
a direct synthesis method in the aqueous phase with mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) capped. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), cell viability assessment, DNA breakage,
ROS receptor generation, and tissue damage were observed
to evaluate QDs, toxicity.

Materials and methods
Materials
Cell lines: L02 liver cell line was obtained from the digestive department of the Shanghai Tenth People’s Hospital.
The relevant cellular experiments were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Shanghai
Public Health Clinical Center. Comet SOP Kit was purchased from Research Biolab Co, Ltd, Beijing (BR-0904).
Anti-ROS antibody (4–6G) was purchased from Abcam
(Cambridge, UK). Goat anti rabbit HR conjugate was purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch (West Grove, PA,
USA; 99635). Lysosome Staining Kits – Blue Fluorescence
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and Green Fluorescence – were purchased from Abcam
(ab112135 and ab112136). Alanine Transaminase (ALT)
Activity Assay kit was purchased from Cayman Chemical
(Ann Arbor, MI, USA; 700260). Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate apoptosis detection kit and propidium iodide were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co (St Louis, MO, USA).
BALB/C mice were purchased from the Experimental Animal
Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China
(certificate no 4407207295, specific pathogen free, female).

Preparation of QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3
Available literature was used to synthesize QDs-1,21,22
QDs-2,23 and QDs-3.9 The basic properties of QDs including
particle sizes, surface groups, and the atoms contained are
provided in Table 1. The concentrations of QDs for toxicity
assessment were determined with Cd2+ content measured by
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).

In vitro study

Confocal laser scanning microscopy
L02 liver cells were divided into four groups, namely
QDs-1 cells group, QDs-2 cells group, QDs-3 cells group,
and control cells group. The first three cells groups were,
respectively, treated with 40 μmol/L Cd2+ concentration of
QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3 for 1 hour and then washed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) three times before imaging
on the confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) (Nikon
TE2000; Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY, USA).

Intracellular ROS measurement
L02 liver cells were divided into four groups. The first three
groups were treated with 40 μmol/L Cd2+ concentration of
QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3, respectively, for 24 hours. The
treated cells and the control cells without QD exposure
were transferred onto poly-l-lysine pretreated glass slides.
The glass slides were treated in PBS containing 0.25% Triton
X-100 for 10 minutes and washed with PBS. The cells were
then blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS for
30 minutes and stained with the primary antibody (ROS;
Abcam) in the wet box for 1 hour and then labeled by the
Table 1 Characteristics of the QDs used in the present study
QDs type Size Elements
(nm)
QDs-1
QDs-2
QDs-3

~25
~15
~5

Surface
group

Shell
Synthetic
material method

Cd, Se, Zn, S COOH, OH PMAO
Cd, Se, Zn, S COOH, NH2 GSH
Cd, Te
COOH
MPA

Yu et al22
Liu et al23
Zou et al9

Abbreviations: QDs, quantum dots; MPA, mercaptopropionic acid; GSH, gluta
thione; PMAO, poly (maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene).
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secondary antibodies for another 1 hour in dark at room temperature. Afterward, the cells were washed three times with
PBS. Finally, they were stained by Hoechst for imaging.

TEM
L02 liver cells were, respectively, treated with 40 μmol/L
Cd2+ concentration of QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3 for 24 hours
and then fixed by 1.5% glutaraldehyde. The treated cells
were sectioned for TEM analysis (JEM1230; JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan) at 80 kV. Cells without QD exposure formed the
control group.

Comet assay
Single-cell gel electrophoresis (comet assay) was used
to investigate the DNA-strand breaking properties of the
tested QDs. The assay was performed according to the
manufacturer’s protocol with slight modifications as reported
previously.24,25 L02 liver cells (1×106/mL) were spread into a
6-well plate and allowed to grow for 48 hours. Subsequently,
the cells were treated for 24 hours with QDs-1, QDs-2, and
QDs-3 at 40 μmol/L Cd2+ concentration, respectively. Comet
images were photographed using fluorescent microscopy
(BX-51; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and the comet
image analysis was based on the software of Comet Assay
IV System (Perceptive Instruments, Bury St Edmunds, UK).
The results were parameterized with respect to the intensity
of DNA in the comet tail and calculated as the percentage
of overall DNA in the respective cell. These quantitative
data were derived from at least three independent sets
of experiments.

Cytotoxicity assay
A standard cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) assay was conducted on L02 liver cells to evaluate the in vitro cytotoxicity of QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3. Typically, L02 liver cells
(5×103/well) were seeded into 96-well plates (groups 1–3 for
QD experimental groups and control group without QDs);
then, the cells were incubated in the culture medium for
24 hours at 37°C under 5% CO2 atmosphere. The culture
medium was then removed, and cells were incubated with
fresh complete medium containing 100 μL of QDs-1, QDs-2,
and QDs-3 at Cd2+ concentrations (8, 40, 200 μmol/L) for
12, 24, 48 hours at 37°C under 5% CO2. Ten microliters of
CCK-8 agentia (5 mg/mL) was added to the plates to replace
the culture medium, and cells were incubated for further
4 hours. Finally, the OD490 value of each well was measured
using a multifunction microplate reader (Infinite M200 Pro;
Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland).
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In vivo study
All the animal experimental procedures were performed
in conformity with a standard protocol approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Shanghai
Public Health Clinical Center. This approval was obtained
prior to the commencement of the study.

Body weight and pharmacokinetics of QDs
Female BALB/c mice (4–5 weeks old) were divided into
four groups. QDs-1 mice group, QDs-2 mice group, QDs-3
mice group, and the control mice group were, respectively, intravenously injected with QDs-1, QDs-2, QDs-3
(0.0061 μmol/g of Cd2+ mixed in a volume of 100 μL
physiologic saline), and physiologic saline through the tail
vein (n=6). At varying time points (3 minutes, 6 hours,
12 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, 4 days, 7 days, 14 days, 30 days,
40 days) after injection, the mice were weighed and assessed
for behavioral changes. The main organ tissues including
liver, kidney, spleen, stomach, brain, heart samples were
collected, and treated with concentrated nitric acid for ICP
analysis of Cd2+.

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), lysosomes
immunohistochemistry, and ALT studies
BALB/c mice were divided into four groups: QDs-1 mice
group, QDs-2 mice group, QDs-3 mice group, and the
control mice group and were intravenously injected with
QDs-1, QDs-2, QDs-3 (0.0061 μmol/g of Cd2+ mixed in a
volume of 100 μL PBS), respectively. The liver was removed
after exposure to QDs for 3 minutes, 6 hours, 12 hours,
24 hours, 48 hours, 4 days, 7 days, 14 days, and 30 days.
Tissue sections were used for H&E staining and lysosome
immunohistochemistry assay (Lysosome Staining Kit Blue
Fluorescence, ab112135; Abcam). Blood was collected
from the orbital sinus for liver function (ALT) measurement. Furthermore, the liver, kidney, spleen, heart, brain,
and stomach after 40 days postinjection were removed
and embedded in paraffin, and then were sectioned for
H&E staining and lysosome immunohistochemistry study
(CytoPainter Lysosomal Staining Kit Green Fluorescence,
ab112136; Abcam).

Statistical analysis
The methods for statistical analysis are described in the
“Results and discussion” section – ALT: repeated measures
analysis of variance; pharmacokinetics analysis: analysis
of variance of factorial design; MTT: three-factor factorial
designs; tail DNA: variance analysis.
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Results and discussion
The need and strategy of a parallel
comparative study on toxicity of QDs
Parallel comparative studies on the toxicity of QDs, particularly synthesized by different methods and surface modification
with different ligands, can provide more objective and precise
toxicity profiles of QDs and further contribute to favorable
synthetic routes and surface engineering methods, compared
with scattered toxicity studies on QDs. Scheme 1 illustrates
the main idea of this toxicity study, the cartoon structures of
three different QDs, and the involved biological toxicological effects. QDs-1 was fabricated by thermal decomposition
approach in organic phase and encapsulated by an amphiphilic
polymer, without damage of the original ligands on the QDs.22
QDs-2 was synthesized by the same method as QDs-1, but
surface engineered with GSH through ligand exchange of
their original ligands on QDs.23,26 QDs-3 was prepared by
coprecipitation approach in aqueous phase with MPA capped.9
These three types of QDs have core/shell structures, namely
inorganic semiconductor crystalline substances as the core
with comparable sizes, and organic layers as the shell with

varying sizes. It is worth noting that the shell of QDs-1 is a
macromolecule (poly [maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene],
PMAO), while the shells of QDs-2 and QDs-3 are both small
chemical compounds (GSH and MPA, respectively).
Liver is the main metabolic organ for most of the circulating nanoparticles, including QDs, owing to the reticuloendothelial system effect.27–29 Therefore, this parallel
comparative toxicity study is concentrated on the liver cell
(L02) and liver organ (tissue and hepatic function). Other
main organs, including spleen, kidneys, stomach, heart,
and brain, are also discussed. The in vitro cellular study
emphasizes biological effects including cytotoxicity, intracellular ROS imaging, and DNA breakage caused by QDs
internalization in L02 liver cells. Furthermore, systemic
effects postadministration of QDs are investigated, including hemobiological indices, pharmacokinetics, histological
examination, and body weight.

QDs characterizations
Table 1 provides detailed descriptions of each QD. All the
particles used in this study have a spherical shape but vary
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of parallel comparative study on toxicity of QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3 with varying surface microenvironments in vitro and in vivo.
Abbreviations: QDs, quantum dots; ALT, alanine transaminase; ROS, reactive oxygen species.
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slightly in their sizes. QDs-1 is slightly larger in hydrodynamic diameter (25 nm) than QDs-2 (15 nm) and QDs-3
(5 nm), determined by dynamic light scattering. This size
difference is mainly attributed to their capping ligands according to the surface engineering approaches. These three types
of QDs have colloidal stability because of negative charges on
their surfaces, which favors their biomedical applications.
The Cd element inside the cores is considered highly
toxic to biology. That is why QDs are generally encapsulated
by organic shells. In this study, three kinds of shells were
employed, namely, PMAO, GSH, and MPA. PMAO is a kind
of macromolecule, while GSH and MPA are small chemical
compounds. The interaction between shell materials and
core substances is different in each case. PMAO is coated
on the QDs-1 via hydrophobic–hydrophobic interaction,22
while GSH and MPA are capped on the QDs-2 and QDs-3 by
means of the affinity of thiol groups with Cd or Zn elements
on the QDs.23,26 The coating or capping stability on QDs is
considered closely relevant to their toxicity.13,14 Removal
of shell materials can expose the core QDs to biological
substances.30 This exposure could provide a possibility for
etching the core QDs and thus releasing toxic Cd2+, and the
escaped shell materials could also be toxic.31

In vitro study

Cellular uptake of QDs
Figure 1 shows all types of QDs can be internalized into
L02 liver cells but with varying amounts via endocytosis.

&RQWURO

4'V

4'V

4'V

Figure 1 Fluorescent imaging of L02 liver cell incubated with QDs.
Note: QDs-1, QDs-2, and QDs-3 were absorbed onto the cell membranes and
then internalized into the cytoplasm.
Abbreviation: QDs, quantum dots.
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MPA-coated QDs (QDs-3) most easily internalize into
the cytoplasm, followed by GSH-coated QDs-2 and
PMAO-coated QDs (QDs-1). QDs–cell interaction mainly
depends on the size, shape, surface charge, ligand property
of QDs, and the cell type.32–35 QDs-1 with macromolecule
coating have a slightly larger size and exhibit a less internalized amount, compared with QDs-2 and QDs-3 both capped
by small chemical compounds with smaller sizes. Previous
research also showed that small nanoparticles can be more
easily internalized into the cytoplasm.36,37 PMAO is a kind
of amphiphilic polymer, which has a large molecular weight
(Mn =30,000–50,000). Compared with the small ligands of
GSH and MPA, the large structure of PMAO on the surface
of QDs-1 can partially block endocytosis.

Oxidative stress toxicity caused by QDs
in L02 liver cells
Upon entering cells, QDs would induce oxidative stress toxicity, in which production of ROS and other free radicals can
be observed. In this study, L02 liver cells exposed to these
three types of QDs for 24 hours were fixed for ROS receptor
measurement. As shown in Figure 2A, QDs-2 and QDs-3
can induce more ROS receptor generation, as indicated by
the brown color in cells, while less is observed in the cells
treated with QDs-1. Excess accumulation of ROS receptor
in cells can activate a variety of cellular responses, such as
mitochondrial dysfunction, lysosome changes, and damage
to the body.38–40
To further compare the cytotoxic morphological changes
induced by QDs, the ultrastructure of L02 liver cells exposed/
not exposed to QDs was examined by TEM. The addition of
QDs-2 and QDs-3 can cause severe cell karyopyknosis, cell
cytoplasm edema, and increased lysosomes, while only mild
cytoplasm edema is found in the cells treated with QDs-1
(Figure 2B).
The ROS generation induced by QDs can cause DNA
damage. In this study, DNA-strand breaks in L02 liver
cells were analyzed by comet assay.32,41,42 The intensity of
the comet tail relative to the head reflects the number of
DNA breaks in a particular cell. Compared with the cells
treated with QDs-1, longer comet tails extending toward
the anode are observed in the cells exposed to QDs-2 and
QDs-3, which is attributed to the DNA-strand breakage and
loss of supercoiled structure (Figure 2C). To quantitatively
determine the extent of DNA damage, 50 random cells
from each gel were selected and the percentage of comet
cells with extending tails was calculated. The percentages
of L02 liver cells with DNA damage are 40% and 60%,
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Figure 2 Assessment of oxidative stress toxicity caused by three types of QDs in L02 liver cells.
Notes: (A) ROS receptor generation in L02 liver cells after 24-hour exposure to QDs. ROS receptor formation is indicated by brown color in cells and recorded by
microscopy (scale bar 100 μm). (B) Observation of effects of QDs on the ultrastructural morphology of L02 liver cells by TEM. Cells incubated with different QDs were
fixed for 30 minutes at 4°C using glutaraldehyde and then postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide and dehydrated. (C) Comet assay for measuring DNA damage in L02 liver
cells incubated with QDs. (D) Quantification of percentages of cells with extending comet tails in L02 liver cells after incubating with QDs. Asterisks (*) indicate statistically
significant differences between two groups with P,0.05.
Abbreviations: QDs, quantum dots; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.

respectively, in the cells exposed to QDs-2 and QDs-3, which
are significantly .25% than in the cells exposed to QDs-1
(P,0.05) (Figure 2D). Taken together, these results suggest
that QDs-2 and QDs-3 could cause more severe oxidative
stress toxicity to L02 liver cells than QDs-1 by induced
accumulation of ROS in cells.

Cell viability analysis in L02 liver cells exposure
to QDs
CCK-8 assay was performed to study the cytotoxicity of
QDs after incubation with cells for 12, 24, and 48 hours.
After 12 hours of incubation, QDs-2 showed the highest
toxicity to L02 cells with only ~35% viability. And this
toxicity is shown in a concentration-dependent manner
(Figure 3A). After 24-hour incubation, QDs-3 causes more
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toxicity to the cells with cell viability of ~45% compared
with that after 12-hour incubation (Figure 3B). After 48 hours
of incubation, cells exposure to QDs-2 and QDs-3 exhibits
much lower cell viabilities than that for 24 hours. Interestingly, with the increase of incubation time, the cell viability
of L02 liver cells exposure to QDs-1 remains almost
unchanged (Figure 3C). The cell viability results clearly
show that QDs-2 and QDs-3 can decrease the cell viability
when incubated with a certain degree of dose and exposure
time, but QDs-1 hardly affect the cell viability of L02 liver
cells. The lower toxicity of QDs-1 could be benefited from
the less cellular uptake and proper surface modification. The
capped thiol molecules and Cd2+ ions of CdTe QDs could
depart and release to the biological tissues, which is very
toxic biologically.
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Figure 3 Cell viability analysis of different QDs in L02 liver cells incubated with different concentrations and time intervals, 12 (A), 24 (B) and 48 hours (C).
Notes: Data are presented as mean ± SD of three representative experiments. Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences compared to control with P,0.05.
Abbreviations: QDs, quantum dots; SD, standard deviation.

In vivo study

Body weight and pharmacokinetics analysis
Mice were randomly divided into four groups: a control
group and three QDs treatment groups. Suspensions of QDs
were administered to the mice via intravenous injection, and
control mice were treated with normal saline. On different
time points (from 3 minutes to the 40th day), the body weight
was weighed and recorded (Figure 4). Body weight measurements show no differences between the treatment groups and
the control group.
According to the toxicity analysis in vitro, it is found
that the cellular uptake of these three types of QDs varies.
In order to further figure out the fate of the injected QDs, the
amount of Cd element in the different organs was assessed
by using ICP-MS. It was found that liver and spleen are
the two preferable sites for capturing QDs, and little Cd is
found in other organs including kidneys, stomach, heart,
and brain (Figure S1). Cd accumulation in the liver of mice

International Journal of Nanomedicine 2017:12

administered with QDs-3 is significantly higher than that
with QDs-1 and QDs-2 (P,0.05). Moreover, the metabolism time of QDs-1 (14 days) in the liver is shorter than that
of QDs-2 (30 days) and QDs-3 (.40 days) (Figure 4). The
accumulation of Cd in spleen is lower than that in the liver,
and the metabolism time of QDs-2 and QDs-3 is .40 days.
Interestingly, only minimal Cd accumulation of QDs-1 was
observed within 2 weeks but disappeared by 30 days. Cd
concentrations in the liver and spleen are the lowest in QDs-1
group for most of the time. These results suggest that QDs-1
can be more easily eliminated from organs than QDs-2 and
QDs-3 in vivo, which is mainly attributed to the lower uptake
of QDs-1 in cells than that of QDs-2 and QDs-3.

Acute liver damage in mice administered with QDs
The liver is the key organ for detoxification of xenobiotics
by metabolism and biliary excretion.43 In vitro studies with
these three types of QDs demonstrate their varying ability to
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Figure 4 Animal weight and Cd2+ accumulation analysis in the liver and spleen of mice administered with QDs from 3 minutes to 40 days.
Notes: (A) Change in body weight of mice. ICP-MS analysis of Cd2+ concentration in the liver of mice (B) and Cd2+ concentration in the spleen of mice (C) administered
with different types of QDs. Data are presented as mean ± SD of three representative experiments. Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences between two
groups with P,0.05.
Abbreviations: QDs, quantum dots; SD, standard deviation; ICP-MS, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.

induce cytotoxicity in L02 liver cells in vitro. In addition, Cd
accumulation in liver is found to be higher than that in other
organs of mice. Therefore, clearly understanding the toxicity
profile of QDs in the liver is critical. The livers from mice
administered with QDs at different times were isolated and
stained with H&E for liver damage analysis. As shown in
Figure 5A, all of the QDs would induce liver damage more
or less, and the severity of damage in the different groups is
similar in the first 4 days. However, the liver damage caused
by QDs-2 and QDs-3 is much severer than that by QDs-1
from the 14th day postinjection, which is consistent with the
findings of previous Cd accumulation data in Figure 4.
Lysosomes generation in the liver could reflect the nanoparticle uptake, as previous studies have reported that nanoparticles intend to accumulate in endosome and lysosome.44,45
In this study, a large number of lysosomes is observed in
the liver after being treated with the three types of QDs at
the beginning. However, it was found that the lysosome
production in the QDs-1-treated cell group decreases with
time (Figures 5B and S2).
In order to further assess the liver toxicity of QDs, serum
biochemical marker (ALT) was measured. ALT activities in
QDs-administered mice groups are higher than those in the
control group. The increased ALT activity demonstrates that
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QDs cause liver damage. ALT activity in the QDs-3-treated
livers is found to be the highest among these three groups.
Moreover, the ALT value increases with time in the three
QDs groups in the first 4 days, and then decreases from the
7th day. The ALT activity in QDs-2 is significantly higher
than that in QDs-1, but significantly lower than that in QDs-3
(P,0.05, Figure 5C).
Organ damage caused by QDs was also analyzed in the
kidneys. No obvious kidney damage was observed in the
QDs-treated groups (Figure S3). Taken together, these results
indicate that QDs-2 and QDs-3, especially QDs-3, induce
severe liver damage, compared to QDs-1.

Long-term toxicity of QDs in organs of mice
administered with QDs
As shown in Figure 4, the Cd accumulation in liver and spleen
can be detected in 40 days; hence, we investigated the longterm toxicity of QDs in the organs. The mice were injected
with these three types of QDs, sacrificed 40 days later, and
the organs including liver, spleen, kidneys, stomach, heart,
and brain were isolated and fixed for histological analysis.
From the H&E staining of organ slides and lysosome immunostaining, no apparent histopathological abnormality was
observed in the QDs-treated groups (Figures 6 and S4).
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Figure 5 Liver damage analysis in vivo.
Notes: (A) Histology of livers from mice administered with QDs at different time points, from 6 hours to 30 days. (B) Intracellular lysosome was labeled with lysosome
tracker (blue) from 6 hours to 30 days and imaged by confocal microscopy. (C) ALT activity in livers from mice administered with QDs at different time points by using an
ALT kit. Data are presented as mean ± SD of three representative experiments. Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences compared to control with P,0.05.
Abbreviations: QDs, quantum dots; ALT, alanine transaminase; SD, standard deviation.
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Figure 6 Representative images of organ histological and lysosomes distribution analysis (green color) of liver and spleen in QDs-injected and control groups.
Note: Assessment was carried out by pathologists after 40 days postinjection of QDs.
Abbreviation: QDs, quantum dots.
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Complete and normal acini hepatis and spleen structure
without obvious pathologic change are seen in the liver and
spleen tissues. We speculate that the liver cells have a powerful capacity of regeneration that helps in the rapid self-repair
of the liver tissues.

for young scientists (13ZR1459400), the Shanghai
Municipal Science and Technology Commission Program
(10JC141290) and Program for Outstanding Young Teachers
in Tongji University, and the Fundamental Research Funds
for the Central Universities.

Conclusion

Disclosure

A comparative investigation on the toxicity of QDs is
reported in this study, particularly involving the impact of
synthesis methods and their corresponding surface engineering on the toxicity of QDs in living cells and organs. Three
types of QDs (QDs-1/2/3) are designed and synthesized by
two commonly used methods, namely, thermal decomposition and coprecipitation approaches. Among these three
investigated types of QDs, QDs-1, encapsulated with an
amphiphilic polymer, shows the lowest toxicity in both
cellular and mice experiments. It was experimentally found
that all types of QDs can bind to the membranes of cells and
enter into the cytoplasm but their resulting biological effects
on cells are quite different. QDs-1 exhibits less adverse
effects on cell proliferation and DNA fragmenting, while
both QDs-2 and QDs-3 show obvious cell damage, resulting from ROS receptor production and lysosome increase
in cells. This phenomenon is also found in the liver tissues
of the mice experiment. The polymeric shell on QDs-1 is
conducive to reducing the uptake of cells and liver capture
and decreasing systemic toxicity in vivo, while QDs-2 and
QDs-3 capped by small molecules are found more easily
internalizing into the cytoplasm and depositing in liver and
as such exerting negative effects on cell viability and organ
functions in acute damage. However, with the extension of
investigation time, we observed that the damage of the QDs
to the organs gradually recovered. This recovery could be
benefited from the powerful capacity of regeneration of liver
cells that helps rapid self-repair of liver tissues. Based on the
evidence observed in this study, it could be claimed that the
synthesis method and its surface ligands are closely related
to the toxicity profile of QDs. Particularly, compared with
small ligands capping, macromolecular encapsulation could
be a more suitable route to reduce toxicity of QDs. This finding will provide guidance on the design and development of
QDs for their biomedical applications.
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Figure S1 Cd2+ accumulation analysis in mice administered with QDs from 3 min to 40 days.
Notes: (A) ICP-MS analysis of Cd2+ concentration in main organs of mice administered with QDs-1; (B) Cd2+ concentration in main organs of mice administered with QDs-2;
(C) Cd2+ concentration in main organs of mice administered with QDs-3. Cd2+ concentration of brain and stomach is very low and not presented in the figure.
Abbreviations: ICP-MS, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry; QDs, quantum dots.
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Figure S2 Liver damage analysis in vivo.
Notes: (A) Histology of livers from mice administered with QDs at different time points, from 3 min to 30 days; (B) intracellular tracking of different QDs in liver and the
lysosome was labeled with lysosome tracker (blue) from 3 min to 30 days before imaging by confocal microscopy.
Abbreviation: QDs, quantum dots.
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Figure S3 Kidney damage analysis in vivo.
Notes: Histology of kidney from mice administered with QDs at different time points, from 3 min to 30 days. Our analysis showed that kidney did not exhibit signs
of toxicity.
Abbreviation: QDs, quantum dots.
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Figure S4 Representative images of organ histology and lysosomes distribution analysis (green color) of main organs in QDs-injected and control mice groups. Assessment
was carried out by pathologists in 40 days postinjection of QDs.
Abbreviation: QDs, quantum dots.
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